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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome – I’d like to take a quick survey of what the expectations are for this session. Would anyone like to share what they are hoping to learn?



Previous uses of 
course templates

◦ Navigation
◦ Consistent Content 
◦ Student Retention
◦ Student Success

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So our first stab at how templates could help students focused on navigation. Navigation allows students to understand exactly where content is. Consistent content across sections particularly of introductory courses that build a foundation for future courses or STEM courses where skills are taught ensures that first time faculty don’t forget important content that the department prioritizes. Psychology, English/Composition, WGSS, etc. This implementation has proven to increase retention of students and their future success. And as creativity increased and Quality Matters suggested best practices, these templates expanded to include a Getting Started area that incorporated ways to build community with an introductory activity/discussion board, ways to provide services to online students with links/contact information to student services, ways to increase information literacy by connecting services like Library chat or Library modules, and ways to educate about policies like academic dishonesty with plagiarism modules. These are great improvements to online education, but even the best designed course can be less than successful with a poorly prepared instructor. As the number of GTAs and adjunct instructors teaching courses increases, can we provide them similar support? This question extends beyond traditional professional development. Instead, can we provide them mentoring on an individual course level? And here’s a spoiler – the quick answer is yes and I’ve got examples of exceptional faculty who have accomplished just that. The rest of this session will explore WHAT you would like to create, HOW you might create it, and TIME for lots of discussion.



2+3(x-6)=478/y
Addition

Multiplication
Division
Algebra

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Teaching AnalogyIf my objective is to teach students how to use the equation listed, I’d have to teach them addition, multiplication, division, and algebra.  So in today’s session, we are going to have you determine what skills you want GTAs or adjuncts to learn, the steps you will have to provide in order for them to get there, and what tools you could use to create that support.



What support do 
contingent faculty need?

Providing feedback to 
Students

Normalizing Grading 
with multiple graders
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Presentation Notes
I’ve used the word “contingent faculty” which is defined as part and full time faculty who are not tenure  track (this can include adjuncts, postdocs, TAs, non-tenure-track faculty/lecturers, etc). Before you start creating – you have to decide what is needed. You can’t skip this question. It is paramount in determining what techniques and tools you will develop and implement. Creating content that doesn’t solve or support your objectives will result in frustration for you and your participants. Take a look at the handout and jot any ideas you think are applicable after the next few slides. We will brainstorm in a minute together.



What support do 
contingent faculty need?
Technology Training? Public Speaking Skills?



What support do 
contingent faculty need?
Ideas on Engaging 

Students?
Opportunities to learn 
from other instructors?



What support do 
contingent faculty need?

Understanding of 
Pedagogy and/or 

Course Design

Familiarity with 
Blackboard



First – Determine Priorities
WHO

◦ Individuals
◦ Departments
◦ GTAs
◦ Adjuncts
◦ Students
◦ Combination of all of 

the above

HOW

◦ Department Meetings
◦ Surveys 
◦ Reflection
◦ Combination of all of 

the above
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Presentation Notes
In the examples I’ll be providing today a variety of techniques and variety of personnel were used to determine priorities. Take a moment to jot down who you think might help determine priorities for the objective you have. Let’s go around the room and share our priority.



OBJECTIVE:  UPDATE ALL 
DATES AND DOCUMENTS 
EACH SEMESTER

INSTRUCTOR NOTES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Convey to new instructor what updates the fully designed online course requires of them before they teach it. The tool used to convey instructor notes is a word document.



Difficulty

EASY

T I M E

15-30 min



OBJECTIVE:  FAMILIARITY 
WITH COURSE CONTENT

MEET WITH CODL OR 
VIDEO



Difficulty

EASY

T I M E

60 min



Difficulty

Easy

T I M E

60 min

https://mediahub.ku.edu/media/COMS+496+-+Instructor+Guidance+and+Course+Philosophy/1_l7yhv5h3


OBJECTIVE:  
FAMILIARITY WITH 
PEDAGOGY

CHART



Difficulty

MODERATE

T I M E

DEPENDS



OBJECTIVES:

PROVIDE  W ORKL OAD  EST IMAT E S
GRADING 

FEEDBACK/R ECOMMEND AT ION S

FAQS  FROM ST U D ENT S  ON PROJE C TS

INSTRUCTOR MANUAL



Difficulty

Difficult

T I M E

Intensive
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Presentation Notes
This can include what to create – like a welcome video in the first unit. It can include anticipated workload for the student. Talks about the main project of the course – and provides recommendations and suggestions on how to handle approvals. Lastly grading suggestions are provided – stressing the importance of turn around since this dictates the project for the remaining 7 weeks. Also includes info that a rubric had been developed to speed feedback and grading. Some of the information provided talks about purpose of particular assignments like Discussion Boards where the goal is to focus on basic observation and interpretation skills and the fact that an additional interview assignment was not included that week because of time constraints.  It also explains how Discussion Boards have Thursday and Sunday deadlines.For Field Notes – the new teachers are encouraged to have a dialogue with students perhaps validating a theory of concept they’ve connected to their organization. Or challenge them on something you see in the data. Guide them back into the correct direction. Be flexible in arranging observations. They can do 2 hour block or smaller. If a schedule conflict occurs, they could do two observations in one week and hand them in on separate weeks.Feedback from GTA, Julien Sperling: The teaching manual for 496 was clear, concise and helpful. When I need to refer back to what could and should be done, it made life extremely easy. 



OBJECTIVE:  CREATE A 
COMMUNITY OF INSTRUCTORS 
OR ENTIRE TRAINING

BLACKBOARD SITE OR 
SHAREPOINT SITE



Difficulty

Difficult

T I M E

Intensive
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One example is COMS 330 course.  It's a 16 week in-seat course called Effective Business Communication.   You can find it on Blackboard under 'No term assigned' under this name: NAC000-257: COMS 330 Teaching Team.  GTAs and Lecturers primarily teach this course.  So this was a way for us to centralize materials (i.e. syllabus, assignment descriptions, quizzes, etc.).  Angela is the faculty course supervisor. Another example is Applied English Center who have just started a project that would include an online teaching component and a component teaching about ESL.



Discussion Points:

What Objective have you chosen?

What materials will you create?

Will you collaborate with anyone?

How will you assess the objective?

What did you learn from the presentation?



Ways to accomplish your 
Goals
◦ You can do it. Choose a small project first and 

build it over time.
◦ Collaborate with other instructors.
◦ GTAs could create small portions of what would 

become a larger training.
◦ GTAs could update the larger training with 

updated literature and techniques each year.
◦ A grant from CTE might supplement the first year 

costs and provide a GTA.



Questions??

Would anyone like to share 
their ideas?

ann@ku.edu
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